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For years, retailers and merchandise suppliers have considered returns a 
cost of doing business. If “fast and easy” returns are a standard expectation 
of today’s empowered consumer, you need a return policy that satisfies that 
expectation, even as the number of returns continues to increase with the 
growth of e-commerce. 

Research has shown that return policies have a direct impact on online 
purchasing decisions and, as a result, top-line growth. A recent survey from 
XPO and Goodmind found that 86 percent of consumers say an online 
retailer’s return policy is one of the most important factors when deciding 
where to shop. 51 percent of consumers will avoid buying from an online 
retailer that doesn’t offer free returns, according to a report from Radial. The 
problem is, while brick-and-mortar return rates typically hover around 8 
percent, e-commerce return rates often exceed 30 percent and can be as high 
as 45 percent in some categories.

To be clear, customers aren’t exactly chomping 
at the bit to return merchandise. Up to 65 
percent of returns are due to shipping errors, 
damaged products, or inaccurate product 
descriptions according to Chain Store Age, 
resulting in 79 percent of customers seeking 
free return shipping at time of purchase. 
In other words, the policy has value to the 
customer, but the return itself does not. 

Survey sheds light on why returns continue to be such an expensive problem 
for the retail industry and what steps can be taken to reduce returns and boost 
bottom lines. This report covers:

     • Industry Overview of the Returns Challenge
     • Organizational Obstacles to Achieving Returns Reduction 
     • Keys to an Effective Returns Reduction Strategy

Introduction

Understanding and Overcoming
the Challenges of Customer Returns

Up to 65 percent of returns
are due to shipping errors, 

damaged products, or inaccurate 
product descriptions. 

https://www.logisticsmgmt.com/article/shippers_no_longer_reactive_when_it_comes_to_reverse_logistics
https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/2019/01/16/most-shoppers-wont-buy-from-e-retailers-that-dont-offer-free-returns/?utm_source=Triggermail&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Post%20Blast%20%28bii-e-commerce%29:%20Consumers%20demand%20free%20returns%20%7C%20SMBs%20racked%20up%20over%20~%2440%20billion%20on%20Amazon%20in%202018%20%7C%20Apparel%20brand%20uses%20Amazon%20to%20sell%20old%20styles&utm_term=BII%20List%20E-Comm%20ALL
https://www.chainstoreage.com/news/report-online-returns-are-big-problem/
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Reducing returns is a three-way value win for retailers, merchandise 
suppliers, and the customer. You will never completely eliminate returns, but 
there are steps you can take to reduce returns, reduce erosion of your bottom 
line, and deliver a better customer experience. 

RVCF commissioned a survey, sponsored by Newmine, to better understand 
the full scope of the returns problem and how retail organizations are 
managing returns. Are different teams focused on returns? How often are 
returns discussed? What data is being analyzed to get to the root cause of 
returns? What organizational and process issues are creating barriers to 
return reduction? Are the challenges and costs of returns fully understood?

The goals of the survey and this white paper are to:

     •      Recognize and illustrate the challenges created by returns.
     •      Prove or disprove assumptions about how returns are managed.
     •      Highlight the opportunities presented by returns reduction in terms
 of both financial and customer experience improvements.
     •      Identify the keys to a successful return reduction strategy, including 
             clear ownership of the problem, robust data analysis, and the critical  
 role of technology.

About the Survey 

The responses to the RVCF survey represent specialty retailers and 
provide valuable insights into why returns are a growing problem and 
how organizations are dealing with returns. As such, this white paper will 
emphasize the overall trends and patterns more than individual data points 
and percentages.
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Why Returns Are a “Ticking Time Bomb”

This is the term used in a Forbes article to describe the increasingly 
unsustainable rate of returns and the escalating costs tied to those returns. 
Accepting returns as a cost of doing business is no longer a viable approach.  

In 2018, inventory valued at approximately $400 billion was returned to 
retailers. Gartner Research reports that fewer than half of returned goods 
are resold at full price. In addition to markdowns and lost sales, the cost 
to process returns, from reverse logistics to labor to transportation, are 
staggering. For example, Newmine has found that the average returned item 
is typically handled by more than seven people as that product makes its way 
from the store to a carrier to a vendor or distribution center. 

The majority of survey participants said their organization offers no-cost 
returns to their customers. That means the customer recovers 100 percent 
of what they paid for a product. The customer doesn’t have to pay for return 
shipping, and there’s a good chance they paid little to nothing for outbound 
shipping. Organizations that offer no-cost returns are a high-risk group for 
bottom line erosion. However, the impact of a “free and easy” return policy 
on shopping behavior means a change in policy would increase the risk of 
lost sales.

Returns represent an elephant in the room that some experts believe will 
eventually balloon to a nearly $1 trillion problem by 2027. The impact on 
your bottom line and your organization will only get worse unless something 
is done to identify and address the root cause of the problem.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/stevendennis/2018/02/14/the-ticking-time-bomb-of-e-commerce-returns/#1f408a0e4c7f
https://www.cnbc.com/amp/2019/01/10/growing-online-sales-means-more-returns-and-trash-for-landfills.html
https://www.logisticsmgmt.com/article/shippers_no_longer_reactive_when_it_comes_to_reverse_logistics
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Nobody Owns the Returns Problem

The number of returns is a problem exacerbated by the lack of ownership 
of the problem. When survey participants were asked which business area 
“owns” the annual returns number, “Supply Chain/Distribution” was the 
most popular choice, tied with “Other.” When survey participants were asked 
which executive “owns” the annual returns number, the “Other” category 
received the most responses. 

These responses indicate two ongoing issues. First, many departments 
are accountable for returns but there is no clear ownership of the returns 
problem. Second, there is no model shared by organizations across the retail 
industry for managing and addressing returns. Individuals may have limited 
responsibilities based their functional area, and moving the organization 
forward is a challenge without executive ownership.

When survey participants were asked what actions are being taken in 2019 
to reduce returns, the top response was “improving analytics,” which is an 
important step. Some organizations plan to restructure return policies, seek 
input from customers, and create a cross-functional team.

However, “assign responsibility to a business area” was the answer 
chosen the least. This shows that more organizations consider returns as 
a necessarily evil rather than an opportunity to improve the bottom line 
and customer experience. Progress can only be made in the area of returns 
reduction if it is an organizational priority. Once returns become a priority, 
a specific group or individual needs to take clear ownership of the problem 
so it can be addressed.

Which business area “owns”
the annual returns number?

Which executive “owns”
the annual returns number?
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Obstacles to Achieving Returns Reduction 

According to our survey, the biggest obstacle to reducing customer return 
rates is a lack of resources. Too many retailers are using manual methods to 
manage the returns process, relying on spreadsheets for data analysis, and 
conducting ad hoc reviews instead of implementing a consistent strategy. 
This approach is costly, inefficient and unsustainable. Technology is needed 
to simplify the returns process, automate manual tasks, and integrate and 
analyze data from a wide range of sources.

Some respondents point to a lack of available data, while others said there’s 
too much data to manage in a consistent, reliable manner. Most organizations 
are reviewing style/product return rates, category return rates, and product 
return reasons, both in season and post season. However, only half are 
incorporating customer product reviews into their analysis, leaving a valuable 
source of information out of the equation. Nearly half admitted that they 
do not collect and integrate product sourcing, quality assurance, and other 
returns-related data as part of this review process.

About half of respondents meet monthly to review returns-related data. For 
seasonal categories such as apparel, monthly reviews are insufficient because 
they don’t allow enough time for in-season adjustments that can reduce 
returns and increase profits before the sales window has closed.

Fraud is also a concern for about half of survey respondents, particularly as 
it relates to the return of used merchandise, merchandise purchased with 
fraudulent tender, and stolen merchandise. Organizations need to be able to 
detect suspicious activity and identify potential fraudsters to reduce the cost 
and risk of returns.

When asked to rate the level of internal collaboration among internal 
business teams to reduce return rates, more than half of respondents gave 
their organizations a rating of 3 on a scale of 1-5. This isn’t exactly a ringing 
endorsement of their collaborative efforts. 

Lack of ownership combined with a 
lack of collaboration generally adds 
up to unsolved problems.
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Opportunities for Returns Reduction Improvement

There’s no denying the problem of customer returns in retail, particularly 
with e-commerce purchases. While the obstacles to returns reduction are 
significant, they’re not insurmountable. Instead of viewing returns as a 
lost cause, look at the tremendous opportunities that exist. Then follow 
up on that positive thought with positive action.

According to the Returns Reduction 
Calculator developed by Newmine, 
every $1 million in returns reduction 
adds $500,000 to your bottom line, 
which can then be reinvested in strategic 
growth initiatives. Improvements of just 
1 percent per year can make a major 
difference. We encourage you to use the 
Newmine calculator and enter specific 
revenue, gross margin, and revenue rate 
for your organization to see the true 
financial impact of a reduction in returns.

By reducing returns, you reduce markdowns and revenue leakage and 
increase sales and profit margins. You reduce operational expenses by 
achieving cost savings in various areas involved in the processing of 
returns, including labor, shipping, and distribution center space. These 
resources and recovered costs can then be reallocated to higher-value 
tasks and programs.

Finally, the impact on the customer experience cannot be overstated. 
Put yourself in the shoes of the customer. Having the ability to return 
merchandise is a desirable benefit and one that customers value. But 
would you remain loyal to a retailer whose merchandise has to be 
returned on a regular basis?

The top priority should be to get it right the first time so the customer 
doesn’t have to deal with the inconvenience of a return, despite claims 
of “free and easy.” Build brand equity and loyalty by delighting your 
customers with their initial purchase. 

Remember, you’ll never make returns disappear. But you can greatly 
improve your financial position and create a better buying experience by 
reducing customer reliance on your return policy.

    Calculate Your Savings
    with Newmine’s Returns  
    Reduction Calculator
http://newmine.com/returns-calculator

http://www.newmine.com/returns-calculator
http://www.newmine.com/returns-calculator
http://www.newmine.com/returns-calculator
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Keys to an Effective Returns Reduction Strategy

Responses to the RVCF survey, conversations with RVCF members, and 
Newmine’s experience working with retailers to reduce returns have provided us 
with insights to guide the development of a successful returns reduction strategy. 
There are four pillars of returns reduction:

Clear ownership of returns-related processes and the right technology are critical 
to supporting these components of a returns reduction strategy and overcoming 
the challenges discussed previously.

1. Identify and address the ROOT causes of returns

2. Monitor acitivty and review data frequently enough to enable TIMELY, IN-SEASON action.

3. Filter through the noise to uncover insights that DRIVE MEANINGUFL ACTION.

4. COLLABORATE to ensure all teams are on the same page and maintain consistency in process.
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Returns Ownership

The first step to achieving meaningful returns reduction improvement is to make 
returns an organizational priority. When the returns problem is a high priority, 
it gets the attention it requires. A specific business area and, ideally, an executive 
should take ownership of returns, collaborate with internal groups, and assemble
a collaborative team to focus on reduction.

Executives and returns reduction teams should consider the following during 
initial kick-offs:

     • What is the current state of returns? 
     • How much are returns costing you? 
     • What are realistic goals for improvement? 
     • What data needs to be analyzed? 
     • What technology is required to simplify this analysis and provide    
 actionable insights?
     • How will progress be measured and goals achieved? 

Different groups within the organization – Merchandising, Supply Chain, 
Sourcing, Quality, Store Operations, etc. – may have different viewpoints and 
input on how to address returns. Clear ownership of the issue is essential to 
accountability, focus, and progress towards organizational goals. This also makes 
it possible to collaborate externally with suppliers and communicate customer 
feedback all the way back to the factory to address quality issues and determine if 
product enhancements are in order.

“Properly assigning accountability and 
linking KPI’s to those areas so we can 
address root causes  has dramatically 
improved customer returns.”

- Survey Respondent
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Technology Focused on Returns Reduction

Today, there are six general steps to returns reduction. First, manually monitor 
and review data from multiple systems. Second, customer feedback triggers the 
process of identifying the problem, usually post-season. Third, departmental 
silos manually review and analyze product feedback. Fourth, the appropriate 
action is determined on a case-by-case basis, and action is taken to address 
the problem. Fifth, teams attempt to address issues by communicating via in-
person meetings, calls, and emails. Sixth, metrics are evaluated, and progress is 
measured post-season.

This process is long, slow, inefficient, inflexible, and error-prone. There is far 
too much reliance upon manual monitoring, review, and analysis of data. Most 
returns-related activity happens in silos with little cross-functional collaboration. 
However, the right technology can automate all six steps. 

Technology can integrate and analyze data from multiple sources, including 
product sourcing, quality assurance, operational transactions, customer reviews, 
return reasons, and customer service inquiries. It can sift through the noise 
and deliver only the most relevant insights. It can use artificial intelligence and 
predictive analytics to help you optimize policies and quality control, detect 
anomalies and identify the root cause of returns. Finally, technology can facilitate 
collaboration and provide all internal teams with a single version of the truth. 
Action steps can then be delegated to the appropriate business area and personnel 
so problems can be fixed.

There are also technologies and services available that can help you streamline 
the processing of returns. They can make the return experience seamless for 
the customer. They can even help you dispose of the inventory if you can’t resell 
it. Unfortunately, none of these solutions alone will reduce the rate of returns. 
Although these tools can be helpful and support your strategy, you have to employ 
technology that was purpose-built for returns reduction. 

Ultimately, the best return
is one that never has to happen.
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Conclusion

With return policies factoring into purchasing decisions and free returns widely 
viewed as a standard expectation, retailers and merchandise suppliers need to 
get serious about returns reduction. This is critical not only to boosting sales and 
curbing bottom-line erosion, but also to improving the customer experience.

The problem of escalating returns is very real. Our survey has largely confirmed 
assumptions about how retailers manage returns and the challenges they face. 
Although returns are here to stay, the ability to slow the rate of returns is well 
within reach when the right processes are implemented and the right technology 
is deployed. Modest, incremental improvements of just 1 percent per year can 
translate to substantial financial benefits.

RVCF will continue to collaborate with Newmine, as well as retailer and 
merchandise supplier members and other industry stakeholders, to develop best 
practices for returns reduction, identify key metrics, and optimize management 
strategies. We remain committed to diffusing the ticking time bomb of returns and 
fine-tuning sustainable strategies for managing and reducing returns that benefit 
all trading partners and the customers they serve.

Your participation is needed and encouraged. If you’d like to get involved in 
initiatives involving returns reduction, please contact Susan Haupt at 
646-442-3433 or shaupt@rvcf.com.
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About the Retail Value Chain Federation

The Retail Value Chain Federation (RVCF) is the leading collaborative 
retail organization facilitating profitable relationships between retailers 
and suppliers. An independent organization, RVCF promotes best 
practices, trading partner alignment, collaboration and technology 
solutions that streamline operations, lower costs and speed goods to 
market throughout the retail value chain. RVCF advocates initiatives 
designed to improve industry-wide productivity, profitability and 
growth. To learn more about RVCF, visit www.RVCF.com. 

About Newmine

The Newmine team is like no other – uniquely focused on optimizing 
retail commerce and returns reduction.  We are all accomplished 
professionals with deep retail strategy, operations and IT systems skills 
honed by decades of in-the-trenches experience.  We have helped 
some of the retail industry’s biggest brands transform their customer 
experience and enhance profitability.  We are the developers of the only 
AI-powered returns reduction platform, Chief Returns Officer. 

Our confidence to help you thrive in the transforming retail arena is 
driven by Newmine’s promise to deliver value like no other.  This is 
what you get when you work with us:

     •      Clarity from Ambiguity
     •      Pragmatic Approach
     •      Tailored Solutions
     •      Accelerated Results

And that’s what you want, to get to the source of your problem - Along 
with a professional partner that knows how to meld with your culture 
and brings state-of-the-art, game-changing processes and technology.  
We’ve been there and done that.  We’re ready to get to work.
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